Quick

OFFENSE

A
5 Screws 2 Cutting to the Lane

B
5 Pops Cut & Receives Pass From 1

C
5 Hands Off to 1 - 1 Tries to Cut Corner

D
If 1 doesn't have shot 4 Ball Screens
"Down"

OFFENSE

A)

B)

C)

...
OFFENSE

1. Passer to Wing + Cuts Same Side

2. IF 2 Doesn't Have Shot - Dribbles to Wing
   + Ball Screen from 4 or 5

3. 4 + 5 Stagger Screen for 2
Diagram A: Pass to Wing & Cut thru Screen for 3

Diagram B: Gets Stagger from 4 & 5

Diagram C: Dribbles to Wing / 4 Ball Screen 1

Diagram D: 1
Thru Weak

OFFENSE

1. Passer to Wing & Cuts Thru
2. Screen for 3

3. Gets Stagger from 4 + 5

4. Dribbles to Wing/ 4 Ball Screen 1
**OFFENSE**

---

**A**

1. 1 gets 2, Ball Screen from 4+5.

2. 4 Cuts Thru - 5 Screens for 2
   1 Passes to 2, Cuts Thru

---

**B**

3. 4 Ball Screens 2

4. 1 Given to 4, Screens for 5
   5 Dives to Basket

---

**C**

5. If 1 Doesn't Have Shot
   4 Ball Screens
Quick 4

OFFENSE

A)
5 Drag Screen 1 + 4 Screen 2
2 Curls

B)
5 Rolls to Basket 1 passes to 4

C)
4 Handoff to 1 then 4 ball screen 1

Notes:
- 5 screen 3 then 2 screen 5
"2 Quick"

OFFENSE

[Diagram of basketball court with player positions and movements]